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Trump Releases Health Care Reform Plan
GOP Debate Preview - Hannity And Friends
Donald Trump - A Great Leader, Father & American
Trump And The Rise Of The New Dixiecrats
GOP Continues To SHATTER Turnout Records
What? RNC Delegates Can Vote For Anyone They Choose
Bubble Boy Loses The Support Of Fox News
Melania Trump Describes Life With Donald
GOP Should Oppose Obama Like They Do Trump
Br Nathanael - What The Primaries Really Mean
Beck - 'Trump Supporters As Bad As Obama Supporters'
Trump Leaves GOP Hoping For Brokered Convention
The GOP implosion Over Trump Has Arrived
Globalist Zionist Summers -'Trump A Threat To Democracy'
Donors Ask GOP Firm To Explore Indy Presidential Bid
Big-Money Groups Against Trump In Florida
Illegals Rushing To Get In Before Trump's Wall
Vice Chair of DNC Quits, Endorses Bernie Sanders
Ex State Staffer Gets DOJ Immunity In Hillary Probe
Hillary - A Bigger Warmonger Than Bush/Cheney?
O'Reilly On Super Tuesday

Obama Con - Stimulus Sparked 'Economic Recovery' (bs)

The New Iron Curtain Holding Back The Refugees

N Korea Files Short Range Projectiles Into The Sea

2020 Tokyo Olympics Involved In Bribery Scandal

WA Ponders Nation's First Carbon Emission Tax

Weaponizing Drones Against The Public

'Creepy' Billboards To Track Behavior Of Passers-By

Bogus Technology Govt Will Use To Frame You

How Billionaires Use Non-Profits To Bypass Govts

The Syrian Ceasefire Shell Game

Payday Loan Sharks Have Good Friend In Govt

PA Bishops Covered Up Abuse Of '100s Of Children'

Monsanto Weed Killer Found in 14 Beer Brands

GA Mom Arrested, Shackled Over Sick Son's Absences

The Early Rulers Of Persia

Too Many Cousins Marry Each Other In Middle East

Powerful New Gray Market Opioid

Foreign Ownership Translates Into Higher Electric Bills

Astroturf Front Groups Confuse GMO Issues

US Wastes $3 Billion In Expensive Drugs Each Year

Stress Remodels Lymph System To Help Cancer Spread

Why Are These 25 Carcinogens Still Being Sold?

Police Execute Mother In Her Bed

There Will Be A Solar Eclipse Next Week

Hunt For Smart ETs Should Focus On 'Transit Zone'

Yugoslavia Pt 3 - CIA Islamists, Halliburton & Fake Massacres

Watch Two Rattlesnakes Battle Out
Retro Pictures Capture Yellowstone Majesty
The Mysterious Case Of Exploding Teeth
Turmeric - How Much To Take & How Often

Why Stress Makes Your Hair Fall Out
Filer's Files #8 2016 - NSA ET Contact Evidence
Filer's Files #7 2016 Astronaut Mitchell Passed ON
Filer's Files #6 - 2016 We Can Take ET Home

GOP Thugs To Roll Out Loser Romney To Hit Trump
Carson To Skip Next GOP Debate - May Quit
FL Governor To Endorse Trump In Big Blow To Rubio
Rubio Billionaire Backer Wins Ranson From Argentina

Trump - Why Media Completely Wrong About His Chances
Trump Goes To Bat For Palestinians
Hillary Supported By Major Gas & Oil Giants

Voting Irregularities Across Nation On Super Tuesday
Dirty Business As Usual Sweeps Super Tuesday

1 Person 1 Vote? Not In Rigged US Presidential Elections
NYT Political Bombast
Unlocking iPhone Is Trivial, FBI Should Stop Games - McAfee
Total Climate Control Captured On Radar

Obvious CRUCIFIX On Mars
US Population Perfectly Ripened For Authoritarian Control
NATO - ISIS 'Spreading Like Cancer' Among 'Refugees'
Europe Bracing For 'Uncountable' Muslim Influx

2 Teen Girls Sex Assault By Muslims In German Waterpark
For the NY Times, Islam Is Worse Than Cancer

Dead-On-Arrival Syria Peace Talks Due March 9
Turkey Reinforcement Of Syria Border May Derail Truce
Int’l Journalists Thank Russia for Saving Their Lives
Lavrov - Turkish-Syrian Border Must Be Sealed
Assad Straight Talk on German Television
Spetznaz Undercover In ISIS, Directing Russian Strikes
Syrian Army Destroys ISIS Defenses In Raqqa
Syrian Govt Allow UN Vax Program Across Country
US Seeks To Further Expand Role In Destroyed Iraq
 Violence Took 670 Iraqi Lives iIn February - UN
US Invasion Of Iraq Produced ISIS 'Monstrosity'
Mosul Dam Could Fail Anytime & Kill 1m People
Turkish Paper - Erdogan Driving Turkey Into The Abyss

Five Opposition Media Outlets Closed in Turkey
Turkish Opp Leader Accuses Erdogan Of Narcissism
Pentagon To Sell Bunder Busters To Turkey
Fukushima Contr Aids Israeli Access To US Weapons Labs
Israel Claims Syrian Govt Using Chem Weapons
Israel To Stop Iran Arms Supplies Reaching Lebanon
Israelis Kill 2 More Palestinians In West Bank
Saudis Confirm US Talks On Invading Syria
Saudis 'Desperate' - Syrian War Not Going To Plan
Saudi Jet Missions From Turkey Airbase Wait US Order
Saudis Want Sectarian Strife In Mideast - Nasrallah

Saudis Assassinating Defecting Mercs in Yemen
Bin Laden Warned Of Savage ISIS Violence
Barrett - Bin Laden Was Working For US Govt
bin Laden Will Shows Sauds Supported al-Qaeda
China's 2016 Defense Budget May See 'Sharp' Rise
Russia Is Threat To US And Allies - NATO Cmdr (yawn)
NATO - US B-52s Sent to Europe 'Only For Exercises'
NATO Training Of Kiev Military 'Going Extremely Well'

GOP Sens Renew Pressure For Lethal Weapons To Kiev

Kiev Bans Officials From Criticizing Authorities

Kiev Forces Shell Lugansk Militia Positions Six Times

Fights Along Contact Line In Donbass Grew Last Week

Schools Across US Find Rising Lead Levels In Water

100s Of PA Kids Sexually Abused By ‘Predator Priests’

US Bishops Hid Sex Abuse Of 100s Of Children

Pope Adviser Accused Of Inaction Over Sex Abuse

Video Shows Priest ‘Snorting Cocaine In Nazi Room’

More Bad News For Tesla And Musk

Google’s Self-Driving Car At Fault In Accident

Putin Discusses Oil Production Freeze w/ Producers

Critics Slam EU-Canada Trade Over Business Bias

World’s Super Rich Keep Buying Luxury Goods

Clear Channel ‘Radar’ Billboards Spy On Public

Police Surveillance Powers Expanded

UK Judge - No Reason To Reopen Litvinenko Inquest

UK Homebuilders Restrict Homes To Push Prices Up

E-cigs Million x More Cancer-Causing Chems Than Polluted Air

The Simple Truth Of The Zika Virus Frenzy

Zika Microcephaly Cases In Brazil Grow 10% In Week

Tenth Zika Case In China

Confirmed Zika Cases In Mexico Increase To 121

New York City Zika Cases Increase To Nine

Illinois Zika Cases Increase To Six

Confirmed Microcephaly Cases In Brazil Up To 641

Zika Confirmed Presov Slovakia ex-South America

GAO Zika Report
Partial Zika Sequence From Rio de Janeiro CSF
Why Are These 25 Carcinogens Still Being Sold?
Clinton Aide Seeks UFO Files
Seeking The Aliens Who Seek Us
Spanish Airline Pilot Dives To Avoid UFO 1979
Scientist Searching For ET Finds Burglars
Telepathy With Great Whites
Feedback After the Full Moon Event For Animals
Billionaires Use Non-Profits For Agendas On Humanity
GMOs - A Planned Human Sterility Program
The Art Of Entertaining The Thought

- Gun background checks: February is third-biggest month ever
- FROM MY BRIGADIER GENERAL FRIEND RETIRED, RESIDING OUT OF COUNTRY: A GENERALS WARNING-COPYRIGHT CLAIMED MAY BE SHARED PROVIDED LINK BACK TO MY ALERTS, IN ORDER TO GUARD THE INTEGRITY OF WHAT THE B.GENERAL WROTE: MOST IMPORTANT ALERT I HAVE EVER POSTED
- ALERT: Legendary Analyst Louise Yamada Just Turned Bullish On Gold!
- Sheen on the Oil Slick Getting Darker: Once the tanks of this world are effectively 100% full, which shouldn’t be more than a month or two, a hole will bust through the floor in the price of oil, and we’ll see an oil-industry bath in black slime.
- Dirt-Cheap Uninterruptible AC Backup Systems For Preppers
- Disgraceful Mainstream Media Fail! MSM Totally Destroying Itself Over Donald Trump - This Hilarious Video Will Put A Smile On Your Face And Should Help Put A Dagger In The MSM’s Despicable Agenda
- SOCIETY AS WE KNOW IT IS BREAKING DOWN AND COLLAPSES IN A FIVE STAGE PROCESS: LACK OF PLANNING ON YOUR PART DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN EMERGENCY ON MY PART.
- Scholar Unlocks Secrets Of The Pyramid Texts... And Finds Metaphysical GATEWAYS Through Which The Immortals Move
- There Are Vipers In Our Midst - Viral Video Ignored By MSM Shows Why America Is About To Get Bitten
- Plunging Manufacturing Numbers Mean That It Is Time To Hit The Panic
Button For The Global Economy

- *Beetle Plague In Argentina Have Some Fearing Biblical Wrath While Scientists Struggle With Explication*

- *RFID — IN OUR STORES, IN OUR ANIMALS, AND NOW IN OUR EMPLOYEES, NEXT IN OUR KIDS AND OLD PEOPLE — AND THEN??*

- *VIDEO: ISIS Leader Confesses: We Are Being Funded By The Obama Administration*

- *-SUMATRA INDONESIA--A powerful and shallow earthquake of magnitude 7.9 has struck off the west coast of the Indonesian island of Sumatra, the US Geological Survey said.*

- *The Elite Got Trumped On Super Tuesday :The vitriolic attacks are something to behold. Trump’s own party is attempting to destroy him. Why? They know how they are supposed to serve, namely, the elite.*

- *El Niño is spreading killer BACTERIA: Researchers find Cholera-like disease 'piggybacking' on weather phenomenon*

- *THE 'SEA NOMAD' CHILDREN WHO SEE LIKE DOLPHINS: Unlike most people, the children of a Thailand tribe see with total clarity beneath the waves - how do they do it, and might their talent be learned?*

- *Preparing for an Imminent Nuke Attack: How to Survive When Others Won’t*

- *Pentagon chief warns Beijing of ‘specific consequences’ over South China Sea militarizatio*

- *LARGE CARBON (CO) MONOXIDE GAS RELEASE ALONG THE WEST COAST — A SEISMIC PRECURSOR SEEN IN ACTION*

- *The Mark of The Beast Explained: MV = PQ, With Totalitarian Control of V(elocity)*

- *The Stupid Things People Do When Their Society Breaks Down :'Fear and instability are like a radioactive stew, a Chernobyl effect that breeds strange creatures in men'.*

- *Under the Influence of Technology: Narcissism by the Numbers :On a site called Snapchat, 74% of the images shared are selfies. This is a sign of the times in which a self-absorbed portion of the population gets sucked into a meaningless activity*

- *REPORT: TRUMP SUPPORTERS IN TEXAS SEE VOTES SWITCHED TO RUBIO Callers to KLBJ report ballot irregularities*
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